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Abstract Boolean satisfiability (SAT) and its extensions have become a core technology in
many application domains, such as planning and formal verification, and continue finding
various new application domains today. The SAT-based approach divides into three steps:
encoding, preprocessing, and search. It is often argued that by encoding arbitrary Boolean
formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF), structural properties of the original problem
are not reflected in the CNF. This should result in the fact that CNF-level preprocessing
and SAT solver techniques have an inherent disadvantage compared to related techniques
applicable on the level of more structural SAT instance representations such as Boolean
circuits. Motivated by this, various simplification techniques and intricate CNF encodings
for circuit-level SAT instance representations have been proposed. On the other hand, based
on the highly efficient CNF-level clause learning SAT solvers, there is also strong support
for the claim that CNF is sufficient as an input format for SAT solvers.
In this work we study the effect of CNF-level simplification techniques, focusing on
SatElite-style variable elimination (VE) and what we call blocked clause elimination (BCE).
We show that BCE is surprisingly effective both in theory and in practice on CNF formulas
resulting from a standard CNF encoding for circuits: without explicit knowledge of the
underlying circuit structure, it achieves the same level of simplification as a combination
of circuit-level simplifications and previously suggested polarity-based CNF encodings. We
also show that VE can achieve many of the same effects as BCE, but not all. On the other
hand, it turns out that VE and BCE are indeed partially orthogonal techniques. We also study
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the practical effects of combining BCE and VE for reducing the size of formulas and on the
running times of state-of-the-art SAT solvers. Furthermore, we address the problem of how
to construct original witnesses to satisfiable CNF formulas when applying a combination of
BCE and VE.
Keywords Boolean satisfiability · preprocessing · problem structure · blocked clauses ·
variable elimination · Boolean circuits

1 Introduction
Boolean satisfiability (SAT) [6] solvers and their extensions, especially satisfiability modulo
theories (SMT) [4] solvers, have become core technologies in many application domains,
including planning and formal verification. Furthermore, the SAT-based solving approach
continues to find various new application domains today. Conflict-driven clause learning
(CDCL) SAT solvers are at the heart of SMT solvers, and in some cases such as the theory of bit-vectors, most state-of-the-art SMT solvers are based on bit-blasting and use pure
SAT solvers for actual solving (including [21, 15, 11, 10, 31, 12]). This gives motivation for
developing even more efficient solving techniques for SAT.
SAT-based approaches consist of three main steps: encoding, preprocessing, and search
(solving). Encoding refers to the task of declaratively expressing (modelling) the problem
to be solved in the language of propositional logic. Most state-of-the-art CDCL SAT solvers
require the input formulas to be in conjunctive normal form (CNF). However, it is often
the case that less restrictive forms are used during the encoding phase. Among such more
structural formula representations are Boolean circuits that allow compact representation
of propositional formulas as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) which enables e.g. structural
hashing (sharing of sub-formulas). Such circuit representations are typically afterwards automatically translated (encoded) into CNF for applying a CNF-level SAT solver to determine
satisfiability of the formula. Various simplification techniques and intricate CNF encoders
for general propositional formulas and especially circuit-level SAT instance representations
have been proposed; see [43, 8, 28, 41, 20, 40, 13] for examples.
Simplification techniques applied in the preprocessing phase have the objective of automatically applying transforms to the input formula in order to make the formula (presumably) easier to solve; typically, the objective is to reduce the number of variables and
subformulas appearing in the formula. Preprocessing techniques have been developed both
for circuits and for CNF (for examples of CNF-level simplification techniques, see [37, 39, 2,
42, 9, 45, 19, 22, 48, 32, 23]). The way the encoding and simplification/preprocessing is done
before the actual solving can have a notable effect on the running times of SAT solvers.
Indeed, the steps of encoding, preprocessing, and search are tightly intertwined.
It is often argued that by encoding arbitrary Boolean formulas in CNF, structural properties of the original problem are not reflected in the resulting CNF formula. This should
result in the fact that CNF-level preprocessing and SAT solver techniques have an inherent
disadvantage compared to related techniques that can be applied on the level of more structural SAT instance representations such as Boolean circuits. On the other hand, based on the
success of the current highly efficient CNF-level CDCL SAT solvers and CNF simplification techniques, there is also strong support for the claim that CNF is sufficient as an input
format for SAT solvers.
We believe that this controversy highlights that the current understanding of the limitations of CNF as the de facto input form for SAT solvers is somewhat limited, which
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motivates further studies on the topic. This work contributes to this understanding by analyzing CNF-level simplification techniques from a structural point of view. As main results,
we show that, rather surprisingly, simple CNF-level simplification techniques can implicitly
achieve many types of circuit-level simplifications which are believed to require specialized
circuit-level simplifiers.

1.1 Contributions
In this work we study the effect of two main CNF-level simplification techniques: SatElitestyle bounded variable elimination (VE) [19] and what we call blocked clause elimination (BCE). As demonstrated by the SatElite preprocessor [19], variable elimination (originating from [14, 18]) provides an effective CNF-level simplication technique via bounded
application. Blocked clause elimination, on the other hand, is a clause elimination technique
that removes so called blocked clauses [36] from CNF formulas. The concept of BCE traces
back to [18, Section 2.4] where it was first noted (in dual form, considering formulas in disjunctive normal form) that such clauses can be eliminated without affecting satisfiability.1
While (partial) elimination of blocked clauses has been proposed before [42], we present in
this paper the first systematic analysis of the effectiveness of BCE.
We focus on analyzing the effect of the CNF-level preprocessing techniques of BCE and
VE on CNF formulas originating from circuit-level formula representations.
We show that BCE is surprisingly effective both in theory and in practice on CNF formulas resulting from the standard “Tseitin” CNF encoding [47] for circuits: without explicit
knowledge of the underlying circuit structure, BCE achieves the same level of simplification
as a combination of circuit-level simplifications, such as cone of influence, non-shared input
elimination, and monotone input reduction, and previously suggested polarity-based CNF
encodings, especially the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding [43]. This implies that, without losing simplification achieved by such specialized circuit-level techniques, one can resort to
applying BCE after the straightforward Tseitin CNF encoding, and hence implementing
these circuit-level techniques is somewhat redundant. Moreover, since other related circuit
level optimizations for sequential problems—in particular, the bounded cone of influence
reduction [5] and using functional instead of relational representations of circuits [33]—can
be mapped to cone of influence, these can also be achieved by BCE purely on the CNF-level.
As regards CNF-level simplification techniques, BCE achieves the simplification resulting
from, e.g., pure literal elimination [17, 14], as also observed in [36, 42].
As regards the effect of variable elimination based preprocessing, we show that VE can
achieve many of the same effects as BCE, but not all. Especially, for achieving the same
simplifications as combining all the considered circuit-level simplification techniques, it is
insufficient to use the Tseitin encoding before applying VE on the resulting CNF formula;
instead, the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding is required. It also turns out that VE and BCE are
indeed partially orthogonal techniques, which motivates combining these two techniques for
achieving even better simplification.
We also address the problem of reconstructing original solutions to CNF formulas after applying a preprocessing. For many real application scenarios of SAT it is important
to be able to extract a full satisfying assignment for original SAT instances from a satisfying assignment for the instances after preprocessing. For instance, when applying BCE, a
1
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solution to the original CNF is not directly available in general. We show how such full solutions can be efficiently reconstructed from solutions to the conjunctive normal form (CNF)
formulas resulting from applying a combination of various CNF preprocessing techniques,
especially, blocked clause elimination combined with SatElite-style variable elimination and
equivalence reasoning [2, 3, 22].
To accompany the more theoretical analysis in this paper, we present an experimental
evaluation of the effectiveness of BCE combined with SatElite-style variable eliminating
CNF preprocessing comparing our implementation with the standard Tseitin and PlaistedGreenbaum encodings and the more recent NiceDAG [40, 13] and Minicirc [20] CNF encoders. It turns out that the combination of these CNF-level techniques is in many cases
competitive with the circuit-level encoders. However, it turns out that the additional benefit
of applying BCE for achieving faster SAT solving is often modest: using BCE as a preprocessor appears in many cases to have only a slight positive effect on the running times
of state-of-the-art SAT solvers, especially when considering CDCL. This leads to the conjecture that the often applied circuit simplifications achieved by BCE may in many cases
be of limited value from the practical perspective. However, in cases some non-negligible
improvements can be observed, especially for stochastic local search.

1.2 Related Work
This work is not the first time removing blocked clauses is proposed for simplifying CNF
formulas; see [42] for example. However, in contrast to this paper, the work of [42] does
not make the connection between blocked clauses and circuit-level simplifications and CNF
encodings and, most importantly, [42] concentrates on extracting underlying circuit gate
definitions for applying this knowledge in CNF-level simplification; blocked clause removal
in [42] is actually not applied in the case any underlying gate definitions can be extracted,
but rather as an auxiliary simplification over those clauses which cannot be associated with
gate definitions.
Blocked clauses have played a role in studies focusing on improving the worst-case
upper bounds on the running time of SAT algorithms [35] whose predecessor dates back to
the concept of complementary search by Purdom [44].
It should be noted that, from a proof complexity theoretic point of view, there are CNF
formulas which can be made easier to prove unsatisfiable with resolution (and hence also
with clause learning SAT solvers) by adding blocked clauses [36]. In more detail, there are
CNF formulas for which minimum-length resolution proofs are guaranteed to be exponential
originally, but by adding instance-specific blocked clauses to the formulas, the resulting formulas yield short resolution proofs. The effect of adding (instance-specific) blocked clauses
has also been studied in some domain-specifix contexts, e.g. [26]. This duality is discussed
further in Section 12. This same observation on duality can also be made about VE. On
one hand, VE has been shown to often notably speed-up SAT solving. On the other hand,
as shown in Section 8 of this article, VE removes some clauses which are also removed
by BCE, and can hence increase the length of resolution proofs dramatically. Furthermore,
depending on the variable elimination ordering, VE may eliminate “wrong” variables, in
analogy with making bad decisions during search, and hence lead to notable increase in
proof lengths, as well.
As a final remark, we note that after the first versions of this work, the technique of
blocked clause elimination has been lifted to quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs) in [7].
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Quantified blocked clause elimination [7] is reported to give a substantial reduction in QBF
solving time.

1.3 Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After background on Boolean circuits and
CNF encodings of circuits (Section 2) and on resolution-based CNF preprocessing (Section 3), we introduce blocked clause elimination (Section 4), and review the circuit-level
simplification techniques considered in this work (Section 5). An overview of the main results of this work is presented in Section 6. In-depth analysis of the effectiveness of BCE
and VE with respect to known circuit-level simplification techniques and CNF encodings is
then presented (Sections 7 and 8), followed by an analysis of the effectiveness of combined
BCE and VE (Section 9). After the more theoretical analysis, our implementation of BCE
is described in detail, followed by an in-depth description of how full solutions to CNF formulas can be reconstructed from solutions to the CNF after applying both individual and
combinations of BCE and VE (Section 10). After this, experimental results are reported on
the practical effectiveness of BCE and VE (Section 11), followed by conclusory remarks
(Section 12).

2 Boolean Circuits and CNF Satisfiability
This section reviews the needed background related to Boolean circuits and CNF-level satisfiability, and well-known CNF encodings of circuits.

2.1 CNF Satisfiability
Given a Boolean variable x, there are two literals, the positive literal, denoted by x, and the
negative literal, denoted by ¬x, the negation of x. As usual, we identify ¬¬x with x. A clause
is a disjunction (∨, or) of distinct literals and a CNF formula is a conjunction (∧, and) of
clauses. When convenient, we view a clause as a finite set of literals and a CNF formula as
a finite set of clauses; e.g. the formula (a ∨ ¬b) ∧ (¬c) can be written as {{a, ¬b}, {¬c}}.
This allows us to write, for examples, F \ G to denote the CNF formula consisting of those
clauses in the CNF formula F but not in the CNF formula G, and l ∈ C to denote that a literal
l occurs in a clause C.
A truth assignment for a CNF formula F is a function τ that maps variables in F to
{t, f}. A truth assignment is extended to literals by defining τ (¬x) = ¬τ (x), where ¬t = f
and ¬f = t. A clause is satisfied by τ if it contains at least one literal l such that τ (l) = t.
An assignment τ satisfies F if it satisfies every clause in F. A CNF formula is satisfiable if
there is an assignment that satisfies it, and unsatisfiable otherwise.
A clause is a tautology if it contains both x and ¬x for some variable x. Finally, given
an assignment τ , let τx (respectively, τ¬x ) denote the assignment such that τx (x) = t (respectively, τ¬x (x) = f) and which is otherwise identical to τ .
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2.2 Boolean Circuits
A Boolean circuit over a finite set G of gates is a set C of equations of form g := f (g1 , . . . , gn ),
where g, g1 , . . . , gn ∈ G and f : {t, f}n → {t, f} is a Boolean function, with the additional requirements that (i) each g ∈ G appears at most once as the left hand side in the equations in
C , and (ii) the underlying directed graph

hG, E(C ) = hg′ , gi ∈ G × G | g := f (. . ., g′ , . . .) ∈ C i
is acyclic. If hg′ , gi ∈ E(C ), then g′ is a child of g and g is a parent of g′ . If g := f (g1 , . . . , gn )
is in C , then g is an f -gate (or of type f ), otherwise it is an input gate. A gate with no parents
is an output gate. The fanout (fanin, respectively) of a gate is the number of parents (children,
respectively) the gate has.
A (partial) assignment for C is a (partial) function τ : G → {t, f}. An assignment τ is
consistent with C if τ (g) = f (τ (g1 ), . . ., τ (gn )) for each g := f (g1 , . . ., gn ) in C .
A constrained Boolean circuit C τ is a pair hC , τ i, where C is a Boolean circuit and τ
is a partial assignment for C . With respect to a C τ , each hg, vi ∈ τ is a constraint, and g is
constrained to v if hg, vi ∈ τ .
An assignment τ ′ satisfies C τ if (i) it is consistent with C , and (ii) it respects the constraints in τ , meaning that for each gate g ∈ G, if τ (g) is defined, then τ ′ (g) = τ (g). If some
assignment satisfies C τ , then C τ is satisfiable and otherwise unsatisfiable.
The following Boolean functions are some which often occur as gate types.
–
–
–
–
–

NOT(v)

is t if and only if v is f.
is t if and only if at least one of v1 , . . ., vn is t.
AND(v1 , . . ., vn ) is t if and only if all v1 , . . . , vn are t.
XOR(v1 , . . . , vn ) is t if and only if an odd number of vi ’s are t.
ITE(v1 , v2 , v3 ) is t if and only if (i) v1 and v2 are t, or (ii) v1 is f and v3 is t.
OR(v1 , . . ., vn )

As typical, we inline gate definitions of type g := NOT(g′ ). In other words, each occurrence
of g as ĝ := f (. . ., g, . . .) is expected to be rewritten as ĝ := f (. . ., NOT(g′ ), . . .).
Example 1 A Boolean circuit C τ and its graphical representation are shown in Figure 1. A
satisfying truth assignment for the circuit is

τ ′ = {hc1 , ti, ht1 , ti, ho0 , fi, ht2 , fi, ht3 , ti, ha0 , ti, hb0 , fi, hc0 , ti}.

c1

C = {c1 := OR(t1 , NOT(t2 ))
t1 := AND(t3 ,c0 )

OR

t

¬ t1

AND

o0

XOR

t2

AND

t3

XOR

o0 := XOR(t3 ,c0 )
t2 := AND(a0 ,b0 )
t3 := XOR(a0 ,b0 )}

τ = {hc1 ,ti}

a0

b0

Fig. 1 A constrained Boolean circuit C τ and its graphical representation.

c0
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2.3 Well-Known CNF Encodings
The standard satisfiability-preserving “Tseitin” encoding [47] of a constrained Boolean
circuit C τ into a CNF formula TST(C τ ) works by introducing a Boolean variable for
each gate in C τ , and representing for each gate g := f (g1 , . . .gn ) in C τ the equivalence
g ⇔ f (g1 , . . . gn ) with clauses. Additionally, the constraints in τ are represented as unit
clauses: if τ (g) = t (τ (g) = f, respectively), introduce the clause (g) ((¬g), respectively).
A well-known fact is that unit propagation2 on TST(C τ ) behaves equivalently to standard
Boolean constraint propagation on the original circuit C τ (see, e.g., [16] for details).
A well-known variant of the Tseitin encoding is the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding [43]
which is based on gate polarities. Given a constrained Boolean circuit C τ , a polarity function polτC : G → 2{t,f} assigns polarities to each gate in the circuit. Here t and f stand for the
positive and negative polarities, respectively. Any polarity function must satisfy the following requirements.
– If hg, vi ∈ τ , then v ∈ polτC (g).
– If g := f (g1 , . . . , gn ), then:
– If f = NOT, then v ∈ polτC (g) implies ¬v ∈ polτC (g1 ).
– If f ∈ {AND, OR}, then v ∈ polτC (g) implies v ∈ polτC (gi ) for each i.
– If f = XOR, then polτC (g) 6= 0/ implies polτC (gi ) = {t, f}.
– If f = ITE, then v ∈ polτC (g) implies
polτC (g1 ) = {t, f} and v ∈ polτC (gi ) for i = 2, 3.
The Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding [43] uses the polarity function minpolτC that assigns
for each gate the subset-minimal polarities from 2{t,f} respecting the requirements above. In
other words, for each gate g,
minpolτC (g) := {v | τ (g) = v or v ∈ minpolτC (g′ ) for some parent g′ of g}.

The Tseitin encoding, on the other hand, can be seen as using the subset-maximal polarity
assigning polarity function maxpolτC (g) := {t, f} for each gate g. For the gate types considered in this paper, the clauses introduced based on gates polarities are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 CNF encoding for constrained Boolean circuits based on gate polarities. In the table, gi is ¬g′i if
gi := NOT(g′i ), and gi otherwise.
gate g
g := OR(g1 ,... ,gn )
g := AND(g1 ,... ,gn )
g := XOR(g1 ,g2 )
g := ITE(g1 ,g2 ,g3 )
hg,ti ∈ τ
hg,fi ∈ τ

t ∈ polτC (g)
f ∈ polτC (g)
(¬g ∨ g1 ∨ ··· ∨ gn )
(g ∨ ¬g1 ) ∧ ··· ∧ (g ∨ ¬gn )
(¬g ∨ g1 ) ∧ ··· ∧ (¬g ∨ gn )
(g ∨ ¬g1 ∨ ··· ∨ ¬gn )
(¬g ∨ ¬g1 ∨ ¬g2 ) ∧ (¬g ∨ g1 ∨ g2 )
(g ∨ ¬g1 ∨ g2 ) ∧ (g ∨ g1 ∨ ¬g2 )
(¬g ∨ ¬g1 ∨ g2 ) ∧ (¬g ∨ g1 ∨ g3 )
(g ∨ ¬g1 ∨ ¬g2 ) ∧ (g ∨ g1 ∨ ¬g3 )
(g)
(¬g)

Example 2 The polarities assigned by the subset-minimal polarity function minpolτC to the
gates of the circuit in Example 1 are shown in Figure 2 next to each gate. The clauses in
the Tseitin encoding of the circuit are shown on the left. The Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding
produces only the underlined clauses. In the figure, the clauses and literals removed by unit
propagation are crossed over with lines.
2 Given a CNF formula F, while there is a unit clause (l) in F, unit propagation removes from F (i) all
clauses in F in which l occurs, and (ii) the literal ¬l from each clause in F.
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(c
1)




(c1
∨ ¬t
1)

(c1
∨ t
2)

¬c
(
1 ∨ t1 ∨ ¬t2 )

(t1 ∨ ¬t3 ∨ ¬c0 )
(¬t1 ∨ t3 )
(¬t1 ∨ c0 )

(¬o0 ∨ t3 ∨ c0 )
(¬o0 ∨ ¬t3 ∨ ¬c0 )
(o0 ∨ t3 ∨ ¬c0 )
(o0 ∨ ¬t3 ∨ c0 )

(t2 ∨ ¬a0 ∨ ¬b0 )
(¬t2 ∨ a0 )
(¬t2 ∨ b0 )

(¬t3 ∨ a0 ∨ b0 )
(¬t3 ∨ ¬a0 ∨ ¬b0 )
(t3 ∨ a0 ∨ ¬b0 )
(t3 ∨ ¬a0 ∨ b0 )

{t}
c1

OR

{t}
¬ t1

0/

AND

o0

XOR

{f}
t2 AND

t3

XOR

{t}
{f, t}
a0

b0

{f, t}
c0

{t}

Fig. 2 The polarities assigned by the subset-minimal polarity function minpolτC to the gate of the circuit in
Example 1 (right) and the Tseitin CNF encoding of the circuit (left). The Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding of the
circuit consists of the underlined clauses. The clauses and literals removed by unit propagation are crossed
over with lines.

Given a constrained Boolean circuit C τ , we denote the CNF formula resulting from the
Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding of C τ by PG(C τ ).
Relevant additional concepts related to polarities are
– monotone gates: gate g is monotone if |minpolτC (g)| = 1; and
– redundant gates: gate g is redundant if minpolτC (g) = 0.
/
Example 3 Recall the circuit in Example 2. The gates c1 , t1 , t2 , t3 , and c0 are monotone,
while the gate o0 is redundant.

3 Resolution and Simplification based on Variable Elimination
The resolution rule states that, given two clauses C1 = {x, a1 , . . ., an } and C2 = {¬x, b2 , . . . , bm },
the implied clause C = {a1 , . . ., an , b1 , . . ., bm }, called the resolvent of C1 and C2 , can be inferred by resolving on the variable x. We write C = C1 ⊗C2 . This notion can be lifted to sets
of clauses: for two sets Sx and S¬x of clauses which all contain x and ¬x, respectively, we
define
Sx ⊗ S¬x = {C1 ⊗C2 | C1 ∈ Sx ,C2 ∈ S¬x , and C1 ⊗C2 is not a tautology}.
Following the Davis-Putnam procedure [14] (DP), a basic simplification technique, referred to as variable elimination by clause distribution in [19], can be defined. The elimination of a variable x in the whole CNF formula can be computed by pair-wise resolving
each clause in Sx with every clause in S¬x . Replacing the original clauses in Sx ∪ S¬x with the
set of non-tautological resolvents S = Sx ⊗ S¬x gives the CNF formula (F \ (Sx ∪ S¬x )) ∪ S
which is satisfiability-equivalent to F.
Notice that DP is a complete proof procedure for CNF formulas, with exponential worstcase space complexity. Hence for practical applications of variable elimination by clause
distribution as a simplification technique for CNF formulas, variable elimination needs
to be bounded. Closely following the heuristics applied in the SatElite preprocessor [19]
for applying variable elimination3 , in this paper we study as a simplification technique
3 More precisely, the SatElite preprocessor [19] applies a variant of VE called variable elimination by
substitution. The analysis on VE in this paper applies to this variant as well.
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the bounded variant of variable elimination by clause distribution, VEk . In VEk , a variable x can be eliminated only if |S| ≤ |Sx ∪ S¬x | + k, i.e., when the resulting CNF formula
(F \ (Sx ∪ S¬x )) ∪ S will not contain more than |F| + k clauses, where F is the formula before
the elimination step and k an integer. Notice that, given that VEk may eliminate a particular
variable, then VEk′ for any k′ > k may also eliminate the same variable. However, the opposite does not hold in general. In the following, we let VE stand for VE0 , resembling closely
the threshold values typically applied in practice.
Example 4 Consider a CNF formula F with
Sx = (x ∨ c) ∧ (x ∨ ¬d) ∧ (x ∨ ¬a ∨ ¬b) and

S¬x = (¬x ∨ a) ∧ (¬x ∨ b) ∧ (¬x ∨ ¬e ∨ f )

for the variable x. Applying variable elimination to eliminate x, we have
S = Sx ⊗ S¬x
= (a ∨ c) ∧ (b ∨ c) ∧ (a ∨ ¬d) ∧ (b ∨ ¬d) ∧
(¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬e ∨ f ) ∧ (c ∨ ¬e ∨ f ) ∧ (¬d ∨ ¬e ∨ f ).
Since |Sx | +|S¬x | = 6 and |S| = 7, VE0 can not eliminate the variable x, in contrast to VEk for
any k > 0. Notice that the clauses (x ∨ ¬a ∨ ¬b), (¬x ∨ a), and (¬x ∨ b) in F are equivalent
to the Tseitin encoding of the gate x = AND(a, b). This is why resolving (x ∨ ¬a ∨ ¬b) with
(¬x ∨ a) and (¬x ∨ b) on x produces only tautological clauses that are not included in S [19].

The observation made in this example (and applied e.g. in [19]) can be formulated as follows.
Proposition 1 For any f ∈ {AND, OR, XOR, ITE} and gate definition of the form
g := f (g1 , . . ., gk ),
applying variable elimination to eliminate the variable g in the Tseitin encoding of g :=
f (g1 , . . ., gk ) produces only tautological clauses.
Proof Easy to check for each f ∈ {AND, OR, XOR, ITE} (recall Table 1).



It should be noted that the result of VE can vary noticeably depending on the order in
which variables are eliminated. In more detail, VE does not have a unique fixpoint for all
CNF formulas, and the fixpoint reached in practice is dependent on variable elimination
ordering heuristics. Hence VE is not confluent.
Theorem 1 VEk is not confluent for any k ≥ 0.
Proof Consider the following CNF formula
n
FVE
=

^

(xi ∨ y j ) ∧

(1)

1≤i≤n,1≤ j≤n

(¬x1 ∨ z1 ) ∧ (¬x2 ∨ z1 ) ∧

^

(¬xi ∨ ¬z1 ) ∧

(2)

3≤i≤n

(¬y1 ∨ z2 ) ∧ (¬y2 ∨ z2 ) ∧

^
3≤ j≤n

(¬y j ∨ ¬z2 ).

(3)
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Notice that each variable xi and yi , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, occurs exactly once negatively in
n . Furthermore, eliminating any x from F n will replace all positive occurrences of x by
FVE
i
i
VE
z1 in the clauses of type 1 (if i ≤ 2) or respectively by ¬z1 in the clauses of type 2 (if i ≥ 3).
Additionally the single clause of type 2 containing the negative occurrence of xi is removed.
n results in the formula
For example, eliminating the variable x1 from FVE
^

^

(z1 ∨ y j ) ∧

1≤ j≤n

(xi ∨ y j ) ∧

2≤i≤n,1≤ j≤n

(¬x2 ∨ z1 ) ∧

^

(¬xi ∨ ¬z1 ) ∧

3≤i≤n

^

(¬y1 ∨ z2 ) ∧ (¬y2 ∨ z2 ) ∧

(¬y j ∨ ¬z2 ).

3≤ j≤n
n replaces the positive occurrences of y by z (or ¬z ).
Similarly, eliminating any yi from FVE
i
2
2
n such
Now, for any n and k ≥ 0, let us consider any total order ≺ on the variables in FVE
that xi ≺ z1 , z2 and yi ≺ z1 , z2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It is not difficult to see that applying VEk on
each xi and yi in the order given by ≺ will result in the formula

(z1 ∨ z2 ) ∧ (z1 ∨ ¬z2 ) ∧ (¬z1 ∨ z2 ) ∧ (¬z1 ∨ ¬z2 ).
Applying VEk on this reduced formula will result in the empty clause, no matter which one
of z1 and z2 is eliminated first.
k+4
On the other hand, fix k ≥ 0 to an arbitrary value and consider the formula FVE
. Take
n
′
′
any total order ≺ on the variables in FVE such that z1 , z2 ≺ xi and z1 , z2 ≺ yi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Using any such variable order ≺′ , VEk can eliminate the variables z1 and z2 : both variables
occur positively in exactly two clauses and negatively in k + 2 clauses. Hence, eliminating a
single zi , where i ∈ {1, 2}, will produce 2(k + 2) − 2 − (k + 2) = k new clauses. For example,
k+4
will result in the formula
eliminating the variable z1 from FVE
^

(xi ∨ y j ) ∧

1≤i≤k+4,1≤ j≤k+4

^

^

(¬xi ∨ ¬x1 ) ∧

3≤i≤k+4

(¬xi ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧

3≤i≤k+4

^

(¬y1 ∨ z2 ) ∧ (¬y2 ∨ z2 ) ∧

(¬y j ∨ ¬z2 ),

3≤ j≤k+4

after which, following the order ≺′ , the variable z2 can still be eliminated in a similar fashion,
resulting in the formula
^

(xi ∨ y j ) ∧

1≤i≤k+4,1≤ j≤k+4

^

(¬xi ∨ ¬x1 ) ∧

3≤i≤k+4

^
3≤i≤k+4

^

(¬xi ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧

3≤i≤k+4

(¬xi ∨ ¬y1 ) ∧

^

(¬xi ∨ ¬y2 ).

3≤i≤k+4

However, we notice that after eliminating z1 and z2 , all remaining variables occur at least
twice negatively and k +4 times positively. In fact, VEk cannot remove any of these variables
because they will introduce at least 2(k + 4) − 2 − (k + 4) = k + 2 clauses. Therefore, by
eliminating the zi variables first according to ≺′ , VEk does not result in the empty clause, in
contrast to the case in which the order ≺ was used.
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4 Blocked Clause Elimination
The main analysis presented in this paper involves what we call blocked clause elimination
(BCE), a CNF-level simplification technique removes so called blocked clauses [36] from
CNF formulas.
Definition 1 (Blocking literal) A literal l in a clause C of a CNF formula F blocks C (with
respect to F) if for every clause C ′ ∈ F with ¬l ∈ C ′ , the resolvent (C \ {l}) ∪ (C ′ \ {¬l})
obtained from resolving C and C ′ on l is a tautology.
With respect to a fixed CNF formula and its clauses we have:
Definition 2 (Blocked clause) A clause is blocked if it has a literal that blocks it.
Example 5 Consider the formula
Fblocked = (a ∨ b) ∧ (a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬c) ∧ (¬a ∨ c).
Only the first clause of Fblocked is not blocked. Both of the literals a and ¬c block the second
clause. The literal c blocks the last clause. Notice that after removing either (a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬c)
or (¬a ∨ c), the clause (a ∨ b) becomes blocked. This is actually an extreme case in which
BCE can remove all clauses of a formula, resulting in a trivially satisfiable formula.

As a side-remark, notice that a literal l cannot block any clause in a CNF formula F if F
contains the unit clause {¬l}, and hence in this case no clause containing l can be blocked
with respect to F. An important fact is that BCE preserves satisfiability.
Proposition 2 ([36]) Removal of an arbitrary blocked clause preserves satisfiability.
which follows immediately from the following proposition
Proposition 3 ([36]) Assume that literal l blocks C w.r.t. F. Let τ be a satisfying assignment
for F \ {C}. If τ does not satisfy C, then τl satisfies both F \ {C} and C and thus F.
Additionally, we have the following.
Lemma 1 Given a CNF formula F, let clause C ∈ F be blocked with respect to F. Any
clause C ′ ∈ F, where C ′ 6= C, that is blocked with respect to F is also blocked with respect
to F \ {C}.
Proof If the clause C where blocked with respect to F but not with respect to F \ {C}, then
there should be a C ′ ∈ F \ {C} which causes C not to be blocked with respect to F \ {C}.
However, since we know that C ′ ∈ F, the clause C can not be blocked with respect to F. 
Therefore the result of blocked clause elimination is independent of the order in which
blocked clauses are removed, and hence blocked clause elimination has a unique fixpoint
for any CNF formula, i.e., BCE is confluent.
Theorem 2 BCE is confluent.
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5 Circuit-Level Simplifications
In this section we review the circuit-level simplification techniques—non-shared inputs
elimination, monotone input reduction, and cone of influence reduction [16]—considered
in this work.
For the following, we consider an arbitrary constrained Boolean circuit C τ .
Non-shared inputs elimination (NSI): While there is a (non-constant) gate g with the definition g := f (g1 , . . ., gn ) such that each gi is an input gate with fanout one (non-shared)
in C τ , remove the gate definition g := f (g1 , . . ., gn ) from C .
Monotone input reduction (MIR): While there is a monotone input gate g in C τ , extend
τ by assigning g to minpolτC (g).
Cone of influence reduction (COI): While there is a redundant gate g in C τ , remove the
gate definition g := f (g1 , . . ., gn ) from C .
These circuit-level simplifications, along with the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding, are
implemented e.g. in the bc2cnf circuit simplifier and CNF encoder that is part of the BC
package implemented by Tommi Junttila.4
Example 6 Recall the circuit in Example 2. The definition of the gate o0 is removed by
COI since o0 is redundant. The gate c0 is assigned to t by MIR since c0 is a monotone
input. As an interesting example of the behavior of NSI, consider a chain of XOR-gates,
g3 := XOR(g2 , g1 ), g5 := XOR(g4 , g3 ), . . . in which the gate g1 and each g2i , where i > 0,
are non-shared input gates (as illustrated on the left in Figure 3). As long as each g2i+1 ,
where i > 0, is non-shared, NSI will remove the whole chain, first removing the definition
g3 := XOR(g2 , g1 ) and so forth (as illustrated on the right in Figure 3).


XOR

g5
XOR

g4

XOR

g5

g3
g4

g2

g1

g3

g5 := XOR(g4 ,g3 ),...

g3 := XOR(g2 ,g1 ),g5 := XOR(g4 ,g3 ),...
Fig. 3 An XOR chain in which the gates g1 and each g2i , where i > 0, are input gates (left); the chain after
the gate g3 has been removed by NSI (right).

6 Overview of Main Results
The main results of this section show the surprising effectiveness of the CNF-level simplification of blocked clause elimination and variable elimination (when applied until fixpoint).
4

See http://users.ics.tkk.fi/tjunttil/circuits/.
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For the analysis, we will apply the following definition of the relative effectiveness of
CNF encodings and both circuit and CNF-level simplification techniques.
Definition 3 Assume two methods T1 and T2 that take as input an arbitrary constrained
Boolean circuit C τ and output CNF formulas T1 (C τ ) and T2 (C τ ), respectively, that are
satisfiability-equivalent to C τ . We say that T1 is at least as effective as T2 if, for any C τ ,
T1 (C τ ) contains at most as many clauses and variables as T2 (C τ ) does. If T1 is at least as
effective as T2 and vice versa, then T1 and T2 are equally effective. If there is a C τ for which
T2 (C τ ) contains more clauses or variables than T1 (C τ ) does, then T2 is not as effective as
T1 . Finally, if T1 is at least as effective as T2 , and T2 is not as effective as T1 , then T1 is strictly
more effective than T2 .
Notice that, considering BCE, a stricter variant of this definition, based on clause elimination, could be applied: T1 is at least as effective as T2 , if for every circuit C τ we have
T1 (C τ ) ⊆ T2 (C τ ). However, for VE this stricter definition cannot be naturally applied, since
in general VE produces non-tautological resolvents which are not subsumed by the original
clauses. Because of this inherent property of VE, we will for simplicity in the following use
the “weaker” version, as in Definition 3. All the results presented not concerning VE also
hold under the stricter version of the definition. Also notice that the “at least as effective”
relation is analogously defined for two CNF-level simplification methods which, instead of
Boolean circuits, take CNF formulas as input.
When considering the effectiveness of VE in this paper, we apply a non-deterministic interpretation which allows for any variable elimination order, i.e., we say that VE can achieve
the effectiveness of another simplification technique, if there is some elimination order for
which VE achieves the same effectiveness. Finally, note that in the following we always
assume that formulas are closed under standard unit propagation.
An overview of the main results of this section is presented in Fig. 4. An edge from
X to Y implies that X is as least as effective as Y . Notice that transitive edges are omitted:
for example, BCE is at least as effective as the combination of PG and the circuit-level
simplification techniques cone of influence reduction (COI), non-shared inputs elimination
(NSI), and monotone input reduction (MIR). On the left side, XPG means the combination of
first applying the Plaisted-Greenbaum and then the CNF-level simplification technique X on
the resulting CNF formula. Analogously, PGX means the combination of first applying the
circuit-level simplification X and then the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding. On the right side
the standard Tseitin encoding is always applied. The pointed circles around COI, MIR, and
NSI on the left and right represent applying the combination of these three simplifications
and then the Plaisted-Greenbaum (left) or Tseitin encoding (right). Additionally, BCE + VE
refers to all possible ways of alternating BCE and VE until fixpoint.
6.1 Pure Literal Elimination by BCE and VE
Before turning to the main results, relating BCE with circuit-level simplification techniques,
we begin by first arguing that both BCE and VE actually achieve the same simplifications as
the well-known pure literal elimination, first introduced in [17, 14]. Given a CNF formula
F, a literal l occurring in F is pure if ¬l does not occur in F.
Pure Literal Elimination (PL): While there is a pure literal l in F, remove all clauses containing l from F.
Notice that the following two lemmas apply for all CNF formulas, and are not restricted
to CNF formulas produced by the TST or PG encodings.
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CNF−level simplification

[BCE + VE]PG

BCE + VE

BCEPG

VEPG

BCE

VE

PLPG

Circuit−level simplification

PL

PGCOI

PGMIR

PGNSI

COI

MIR

NSI

PG

Plaisted−Greenbaum encoding

Tseitin encoding

Fig. 4 Relative effectiveness of combinations of CNF encodings with both circuit and CNF-level simplification techniques. An edge from X to Y implies that X is as least as effective as Y . Transitive edges are
omitted. Notice that these results are dependent on the assumption that formulas are closed under standard
unit propagation.

Lemma 2 BCE is at least as effective as PL.
Proof A pure literal blocks all clauses which contain it by definition, and hence clauses
containing a pure literal are blocked.

Notice that a similar observation to Lemma 2 (that clauses that contain pure literals are
blocked) was already made in [36, 42].
Lemma 3 VE is at least as effective as PL.
Proof Let l be a pure literal. By definition, S¬l (the set of clauses containing ¬l) is empty.
Hence Sl ⊗ S¬l = 0,
/ and therefore VE removes the clauses in Sl .

It is also evident—as will become clear in the following—that there are examples on
which both BCE and VE can remove clauses not removed by applying PL. Hence both BCE
and VE are in fact strictly more effective than PL.

7 Effectiveness of BCE on Circuit-Based CNF Formulas
In this section we show that BCE, starting from the Tseitin encoding of any Boolean circuit,
achieves all of the simplifications achieved by the circuit-level techniques NSI, COI, and
MIR, and also removes those clauses that do not appear in the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding
of the simplified circuit. Before proceeding, let us remind the reader again that these results
are dependent on the assumption that formulas are closed under standard unit propagation.
First, we observe that the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding actually achieves the effectiveness of COI.
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Lemma 4 PG is at least as effective as PGCOI
Proof For any redundant gate g, minpolτC (g) = 0/ by definition. Hence the Plaisted-Greenbaum
encoding does not introduce any clauses for such a gate.

On the other hand, blocked clause elimination can achieve the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding starting with the result of the Tseitin encoding. For the result, the following small
lemma is useful.
Lemma 5 For any f ∈ {AND, OR, XOR, ITE} and gate definition of the form g := f (g1 , . . ., gk ),
applying BCE on the Tseitin encoding of g := f (g1 , . . . , gk ) removes all clauses.
Proof For any f ∈ {AND, OR, XOR, ITE} and g := f (g1 , . . . , gk ), it is easy to check that the
literals associated with g (recall Table 1) block each of the clauses in the Tseitin encoding
of g := f (g1 , . . ., gk ), and hence all of the clauses are blocked.

Lemma 6 BCETST is at least as effective as PG.
Proof We claim that BCE removes all clauses in TST(C τ ) \ PG(C τ ) from TST(C τ ). There
are two cases to consider: redundant and monotone gates. For both cases, BCE works implicitly in a top-down manner, starting from the output gates. Notice that BCE has no and does
not need explicit knowledge of the circuit C τ underlying TST(C τ ). Since BCE is confluent
it will remove all blocked clauses independent of the elimination order.
Consider an arbitrary redundant output gate definition g := f (g1 , . . . , gn ). Since g is not
constrained under τ , all clauses in TST(C τ ) in which g occurs are related to this definition. By Lemma 5, BCE removes all clauses in which g occurs. On the circuit level, this is
equivalent to removing the definition g := f (g1 , . . ., gn ).
Now consider an arbitrary monotone output gate definition g := f (g1 , . . . , gn ) with polarity minpolτC (g) = {v}, where v ∈ {t, f}. Then g must be constrained: τ (g) = v. Hence
unit propagation on g removes all clauses produced by TST for the case “if ¬v ∈ polτC (g)”
in Table 1 and removes the occurrences of g from the clauses produced for the case “if
v ∈ polτC (g)”. To see how BCE removes in a top-down manner those clauses related to
monotone gate definitions which are not produced by PG, consider the gate definition gi :=
f ′ (g′1 , . . ., g′n′ ). Assume that unit propagation on g has no effect on the clauses produced
by TST for this definition, that minpolτC (gi ) = {v}, and that BCE has removed all clauses
related to the parents of gi in TST(C τ ) \ PG(C τ ). Now one can check that the literals associated with gi block each of the clauses produced by TST for the case “if ¬v ∈ polτC (gi )”.
This is because all the clauses produced by TST for the definitions of gi ’s parents and in
which gi occurs have been already removed by BCE (or by unit propagation). Hence all the
clauses produced by TST for the case “if ¬v ∈ polτC (gi )” in Table 1 are blocked.

Example 7 Recall the circuit and the CNF formula resulting from applying the Tseitin encoding on this circuit in Example 2. BCE can remove the clauses that are not produced by
applying the Plaisted-Greenbaum on this circuit (that is, the clauses that are not underlined)
for instance in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(¬o0 ∨ t3 ∨ c0 ), ¬o0 blocking
(¬o0 ∨ ¬t3 ∨ ¬c0 ), ¬o0 blocking
(o0 ∨ t3 ∨ ¬c0 ), o0 blocking
(o0 ∨ ¬t3 ∨ c0 ), o0 blocking
(t1 ∨ ¬t3 ∨ ¬c0 ), t1 blocking
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6.
7.
8.
9.

(¬t2 ∨ a0 ), ¬t2 blocking
(¬t2 ∨ b0 ), ¬t2 blocking
(t3 ∨ a0 ∨ ¬b0 ), t3 blocking
(t3 ∨ ¬a0 ∨ b0 ), t3 blocking

Combining Lemmas 4 and 6, we have

Lemma 7 BCETST is at least as effective as PGCOI .
Next, we consider non-shared inputs elimination.
Lemma 8 BCETST is at least as effective as PGNSI .
Proof Assume a gate definition g := f (g1 , . . . , gn ) such that each gi is a non-shared input
gate. It is easy to check from Table 1 that for each gi , each clause produced by TST for
g := f (g1 , . . . , gn ) is blocked by gi . The result now follows from Lemma 6 and Proposition 1

(notice that PG(C τ ) is always a subset of TST(C τ )).
Example 8 Consider a chain of XOR-gates, g3 := XOR(g2 , g1 ), g5 := XOR(g4 , g3 ), . . . in which
the gate g1 and each g2i , where i > 0, are non-shared input gates (recall Figure 3, illustrated
on the left). The clauses in the Tseitin encoding of g3 := XOR(g2 , g1 ) are
(¬g3 ∨ ¬g1 ∨ ¬g2 ), (¬g3 ∨ g1 ∨ g2 ), (g3 ∨ ¬g1 ∨ g2 ), (g3 ∨ g1 ∨ ¬g2 ).
Since the gates g1 and g2 are non-shared, they do not appear in any other clauses of the
Tseitin encoding. Now both g1 and g2 block each of these clauses. Seeing the Tseitin encoding on the circuit-level after removing these four clauses clauses, the result is the circuit
on the right in Figure 3, which corresponds exactly to NSI on the gate g3 .
Notice that, in fact, BCE can remove all the four aforementioned clauses even in the case
that only one of the gates g1 and g2 is non-shared. In this case, the non-shared one blocks
all the four clauses.
Related to this example, we note that in [25] XOR chains are explicitly detected on
the CNF-level. Detected chains are removed if they contain a non-shared input gate (i.e., a
variable that does not occur in the other clauses). Moreover, if a variable occurs only in XOR
chains, the variable is substituted in all but one chain using XOR reasoning. The remaining
XOR chain in which it occurs is removed.

On the other hand, notice that PL cannot achieve the effectiveness of NSI when applying
PG: since PG produces the same set of clauses as TST for any gate g with minpolτC (g) =
{t, f}, no literal occurring in these clauses can be pure.
We now turn to the monotone input reduction. Notice that MIR is a proper generalization
of PL: given a CNF formula F, any pure literal in F is monotone in the straight-forward
circuit representation of F where each clause C ∈ F is represented as an output OR-gate
the children of which are the literals in C. On the other hand, a monotone input gate in
a circuit C τ is not necessarily a pure literal in TST(C τ ): TST introduces clauses which
together contain both positive and negative occurrences of all gates, including monotone
ones. Hence we have the following.
Proposition 4 TSTMIR is strictly more effective than PLTST .
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However, it actually turns out that, when applying the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding, PL
and MIR are equally effective (and hence PLPG is also strictly more effective than PLTST ).
Lemma 9 PLPG and PGMIR are equally effective.
Proof Assume a gate definition g := f (g1 , . . ., gn ), where some gi is a monotone input gate.
To see that PL(PG(C τ )) is at least as effective as PG(MIR(C τ )), first notice that since gi is
monotone, g is monotone. Now, it is easy to check (recall Table 1) that gi occurs only either
negatively or positively in the clauses introduced by PG for g := f (g1 , . . . , gn ), and hence gi
is pure.
To see that PG(MIR(C τ )) is at least as effective as PL(PG(C τ )), notice that in order to
be a pure literal in PG(C τ ), a gate has to be both monotone and an input.

Using this lemma, we arrive at the fact that BCE on TST can achieve the combined
effectiveness of MIR and PG.
Lemma 10 BCETST is at least as effective as PGMIR .
Proof Since BCE can remove all clauses in TST(C τ ) \ PG(C τ ) by Lemma 6, after this
BCE can remove all clauses containing some monotone input gate gi since BCE is at least
as effective as PL (Lemma 2). The result then follows by Lemma 9.

Combining Lemmas 6, 7, 8, and 10, we arrive at the following.
Lemma 11 BCETST is at least as effective as first applying the combination of COI, MIR,
and NSI on the circuit-level until fixpoint, and then applying PG on the resulting circuit.
As an interesting side-remark, we also have the following.
Proposition 5 The combination of NSI, MIR, and COI is confluent.
Moreover, BCE is more effective than applying the combination of COI, MIR, and NSI
on C τ until fixpoint, and then applying PG on the resulting circuit.
Lemma 12 First applying the combination of COI, MIR, and NSI on the circuit-level until
fixpoint, and then applying PG on the resulting circuit, is not as effective as BCETST .
Proof Consider a gate definition g := XOR(g1 , . . ., gn ), where g has minpolτC (g) = {t, f}
(hence COI and MIR cannot remove/assign this gate definition, and the TST and PG CNF
encodings produce exactly the same clauses for this definition) and only a single gi is a
non-shared input gate (hence NSI cannot remove the definition), i.e. it occurs only in the
definition of g. However, in this case the clauses in TST(C τ ) in which gi occurs are blocked.

Combining Lemmas 11 and 12, we finally arrive at our main theorem.
Theorem 3 BCETST is strictly more effective than first applying the combination of COI,
MIR, and NSI on the circuit-level until fixpoint, and then applying PG on the resulting
circuit.
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Fig. 5 The circuit of Example 2 after applying COI, NSI, and MIR, and its Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding
after unit propagation. the clauses and literals removed by unit propagation are crossed over with lines.

Example 9 Recall the circuit and the CNF formula resulting from applying the Tseitin encoding on this circuit in Example 2. The circuit after applying COI, NSI, and MIR, along
with its Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding after unit propagation, is shown in Figure 5 (notice
that the unit clauses are shown for clarity only).
In contrast, after removing those clauses in the Tseitin encoding of the original circuit
that are not produced by applying the Plaisted-Greenbaum on the original circuit (recall
Example 7), BCE can remove all the remaining clauses in the following order by simulating
PL.
1. (t1 ∨ t2 ) and (t2 ∨ ¬a0 ∨ ¬b0 ), t2 is pure
2. (¬t1 ∨ t3 ), ¬t1 is pure
3. (¬t3 ∨ a0 ∨ b0 ) and (¬t3 ∨ ¬a0 ∨ ¬b0 ), ¬t3 is pure

8 VE and Circuit-Level Simplifications
We will now show that VE, using an optimal elimination ordering, can also achieve the
effectiveness of many of the considered circuit-level simplifications.
Proposition 6 VETST is at least as effective as (i) TSTCOI ; (ii) TSTNSI .
Proof
(i) Assume a redundant output gate definition g := f (g1 , . . ., gn ). Now Sg ⊗ S¬g = 0/ since
all resolvents are tautologies when resolving on g (recall Table 1).
(ii) Assume a gate definition g := f (g1 , . . ., gn ) such that each gi is a non-shared input gate.
/ After resolving on g1 we are left with the
For OR (similarly for AND), Sg1 ⊗ S¬g1 = 0.
clauses ∪ki=2 (g ∨ ¬gi ), where each ¬gi is then a pure literal. For XOR, simply notice that
/ For ITE, notice that Sg1 ⊗ S¬g1 = (¬g ∨ g2 ∨ g3 ), and then g2 and g3 are
Sg1 ⊗ S¬g1 = 0.
both pure literals.

Proposition 7 VEPG is at least as effective as VETST .
Proof Follows from PG(C τ ) ⊆ TST(C τ ).
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Proposition 8 VEPG is at least as effective as (i) PGCOI ; (ii) PGNSI ; and (iii) PGMIR .
Proof (i) Follows directly from Lemma 4.
(ii) By a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 6, part (ii).
(iii) Follows directly from Lemmas 3 and 9.

Evidently, there are also examples on which VEPG (or VETST , when mentioned) can
remove more clauses than the techniques considered in the three propositions above. Hence
VEPG is in fact strictly more effective than any of these techniques. However, there are cases
in which VE is not as effective as BCE. In fact, as we will show next, compared to applying
only BCE or VE, one can benefit from applying the combination of BCE and VE.

9 Benefits of Combining BCE and VE
We will now consider aspects of applying BCE in combination with VE.
There are cases in which VE is not as effective as BCE. Namely, VE cannot achieve the
effectiveness of MIR when applying TST, in contrast to BCE.
Proposition 9 VETST is not as effective as BCETST .
Proof To see this, notice that an input gate can have arbitrarily large finite fanout and still be
monotone. On the other hand, VEk cannot be applied on gates which have arbitrarily large
fanout and fanin, since the elimination bound k can then be exceeded (number of clauses
produced would be greater than the number of clauses removed).
For a concrete example, consider the following circuit:
CPG,n = {x1 = AND(g2 , . . ., gn ), . . . , xi = AND(g1 , . . ., gi−1 , gi+1 , . . ., gn ),
. . . , xn = AND(g1 , . . ., gn−1 ),
y1 = OR(x1 , x2 ), . . ., yn−1 = OR(xn−1 , xn ), yn = OR(xn , x1 )}

τ = {hy1 , ti, . . ., hyn , ti}.
τ
Now, the Tseitin encoding of CPG,k+5
after unit propagation (on the yi variables) is
k+5
=
FTST

^

1≤i≤k+5

(xi ∨

_

¬g j ) ∧

1≤ j≤k+5, j6=i

^

(¬xi ∨ g j ) ∧

1≤i, j≤k+5,i6= j

^

(xi ∨ xi+1 ) ∧ (xk+5 ∨ x1 ).

1≤i<k+5

k+5
For any k ≥ 0, VEk can not eliminate any variables from FTST
: each of the xi variables
occurs three times positively and k +4 times negatively, so that each xi occurs in exactly k +7
clauses. Eliminating any xi , the number of distinct new non-tautological resolvents would be
2(k + 4); we have 2(k + 4) − (k + 7) = k + 1 > k. Each of the gi variables occurs k + 4 times
positively and k + 4 times negatively. By eliminating any gi , the number of distinct new
non-tautological resolvents would be (k + 3)(k + 4); we have (k + 3)(k + 4) − 2(k + 4) =
k2 + 5k + 4 > k.
n
by eliminating the
On the other hand, for any n, BCE can remove all clauses of FTST
clauses in chronological order. First, all literals xi in the non-binary clauses are blocking.
(this step is essentially applying Plaisted-Greenbaum). After this, all g j literals are blocking
and pure (this step is essentially applying MIR). After all clauses that contain some g j literal
are removed, all the xi literal are blocking the remaining clauses.
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In general, a main point to notice is that for VE, in order to achieve the effectiveness of
BCE (on the standard Tseitin encoding), one has to apply the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding
before applying VE. In addition, since VE is not confluent in contrast to BCE, in practice
the variable elimination ordering heuristics for VE has to be good enough so that it forces
the “right” elimination order. In addition, there are cases in which BCE is more effective
than VEPG .
Theorem 4 VEPG is not as effective as BCETST .
Proof For some intuition, consider a clause C with blocking literal l. Notice that the result
of performing VE on l is not dependent on whether C is removed. However, for any nonblocking literal l ′ ∈ C the number of non-tautological clauses after applying VE on l ′ would
be smaller if BCE would first remove C.
For a concrete example in which BCE can remove more clauses than VE, consider the
following formula.
F = (a ∨ b ∨ c) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬b) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬c) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬c) ∧
(a ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ d ∨ ¬e) ∧ (a ∨ ¬d ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ ¬d ∨ ¬e) ∧
(b ∨ d) ∧ (b ∨ e) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬d) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬e) ∧ (c ∨ d) ∧ (c ∨ e) ∧ (¬c ∨ ¬d) ∧ (¬c ∨ ¬e).
Notice that F can be seen as a Boolean circuit in which each clause in F is represented
by an OR-gate that is constrained to t; for example, the clause (a ∨ b ∨ c) is represented
as g(a∨b∨c) := OR(a, b, c). In fact, unit propagation on both the Tseitin and the PlaistedGreenbaum encoding of this circuit gives back exactly F.
Now, it can be checked that VE cannot eliminate any of the variables in F. However,
BCE can remove (a ∨ b ∨ c) because the literal a is blocking the clause.

On the other hand, there are also cases in which the combination of BCE and VE can
be more effective than applying BCE or VE only. For instance, by applying VE on a CNF
formula, new blocked clauses may arise.
Theorem 5 [BCE + VE]TST is strictly more effective than BCETST .
Proof Consider a circuit with an XOR-gate g := XOR(g1 , g2 ) where g1 and g2 are input
gates with fanout one (non-shared). Assume that g := XOR(g1 , g2 ) is rewritten as an ANDOR circuit structure g := AND(a, b), a := OR(g1 , g2 ), b := OR( NOT(g1 ), NOT(g2 )), where a
and b are newly introduced gates with fanout one (see Fig. 9). Notice that g1 and g2 now
have fanout two. In the Tseitin encoding of this structure, BCE cannot see that g1 and g2 are
non-shared in the underlying XOR. However, by first eliminating the OR-gates a and b with
VE, BCE can then remove the clauses containing the variables g1 and g2 (the gates become
implicitly “non-shared” again).

In other words, there are cases in which variable elimination results in additional clauses
to be blocked. On the other hand, since BCE can remove the clauses not produced by
the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding, [BCE + VE]PG can not be more effective than [BCE +
VE]TST .
Proposition 10 [BCE + VE]TST and [BCE + VE]PG are equally effective.
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b := OR( NOT(g1 ), NOT(g2 ))

Fig. 6 An XOR-gate (left) and XOR rewritten as an AND-OR circuit structure (right)

10 Implementing BCE and Reconstructing Solutions
Before proceeding with results of an experimental evaluation on the effectiveness of BCE
and VE, we will now explain how we have implemented BCE as part of our PrecoSAT
solver (http://fmv.jku.at/precosat). Furthermore, we will address the related
and practically relevant question of how to reconstruct original solutions to CNF formulas
when applying BCE and VE (among other simplification techniques).

10.1 Implementing BCE
As explained in the following, BCE can be implemented in a similar way as VE in the
SatElite preprocessor, which is described in [19]. Improved and simplified implementations
of SatElite can be found in the source codes of MiniSAT 2.0 (http://minisat.se/)
and PrecoSAT.
Basically the BCE algorithm is implemented as follows. First “touch” all literals. Then,
as long as there is a touched literal l, find clauses that are blocked by l, mark l as not
touched any more, remove these blocked clauses, and touch the negation of all literals in
these clauses. Touched literals are kept in a priority list that is ordered by the number of
occurrences. Literals with few occurrences are to be tried first. This algorithm, pseudocode of which is given in Fig. 7, is in essence the basis for the implementation of BCE in
PrecoSAT starting with version 465.
10.1.1 Some Practical Aspects
In practice, we have noticed that BCE, implemented as just described, takes far less time
than the mentioned implementations of VE. In the common case that a literal does not
block a clause, on average only a few tautological resolutions are performed before a nontautological one is found. Thus in most application scenarios BCE can almost always be run
until fixpoint (at least once).
Notice also that, similar to on-the-fly self-subsuming resolution [24], BCE can also be
applied on-the-fly during VE. If elimination of a candidate variable would add too many resolvents and the variable is not eliminated, some of the antecedents could still have produced
only tautologies. Such antecedents are thus blocked and can be removed by BCE.
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touch(F,Q,l)
determine number of occurrences of l in F
if there are no occurrences of l in F then return
if l 6∈ Q then enqueue(Q,l)
update position of l in Q accordingly
bce(F)
Q = new empty priority queue of literals

// sorted by number of occurrences

foreach literal l in F do touch(F,Q,l)
while Q 6= 0/ do
l = dequeue(Q)
foreach clause C ∈ F with l ∈ C do

// dequeue minimum
// start of outer loop

foreach clause D ∈ F with ¬l ∈ D do
if resolvent of C with D is non-tautological then
continue with next C in outer loop
// all resolvents of C on l in F are tautologies and thus C is blocked
F = F \{C}
save C on stack for solution reconstruction

// see Sect. 10.2

foreach literal k ∈ C do touch(F,Q,¬k)
return F
Fig. 7 Pseudo-code for implementing BCE for a CNF formula F.

10.2 Reconstructing Original Solutions
For many real application scenarios of SAT it is important to be able to extract a full satisfying assignment for original SAT instances from a satisfying assignment for the instances
after preprocessing. For instance, notice that in Example 5 in Section 4, although BCE alone
can show that the original formula is satisfiable, a solution to the original CNF formula is
not directly available. We will now show how such full solutions can be efficiently reconstructed from solutions to the CNF formulas resulting from applying the combination of
BCE and VE. Furthermore, we will show that equivalence reasoning [2, 3, 22], which is a
further important simplification technique (and also implemented in e.g. PrecoSAT), does
not interfere with the BCE reconstruction. The presented reconstruction techniques are both
time and space wise linear, and hence have no real overhead w.r.t. solving.
We begin by describing how to reconstruct solutions for VE and BCE techniques separately, and then explain reconstruction in the combined case, along with an explanation of
why equivalent literals do not interfere with this process.
10.2.1 Reconstruction for Variable Elimination
We start with variable elimination for which reconstruction can be seen as part of the completeness proof of DP. For the following, let VE(F, x) denote the result of applying variable
elimination to F w.r.t. x.
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Proposition 11 Let τ be a satisfying assignment for VE(F, x). Either τx or τ¬x satisfies
Sx ∪ S¬x , and, the one that does, also satisfies F = VE(F, x) ∪ (Sx ∪ S¬x ).
To reconstruct a solution after VE has been applied repeatedly for the variables x1 , . . . , xm ,
it is enough to save (remember) the clauses (Sx1 ∪ S¬x1 ), . . ., (Sxm ∪ S¬xm ). Assume that τ
satisfies VE(· · ·VE(VE(F, x1 ), x2 ) · · · , xm ). Let τ m+1 = τ , and, iteratively from i = m to 1,
i+1 which satisfies (S ∪ S
define τ i as the one of τxi+1
and τ¬x
xm
¬xm ). Proposition 11 guarantees
i
i
1
that τ is a satisfying assignment for the original formula F.
If the application only requires to reconstruct one solution, then in practice5 it is enough
i+1 satisfies the saved
to only save either Sxi or S¬xi . W.l.o.g. assume Sxi is saved. Then, if τ¬x
i
i
i+1
Sxi , we pick τ = τ¬xi , since this truth assignment obviously satisfies S¬xi as well. Otherwise
xi is forced to be t and we must set τ i = τxi+1
. This case occurs if and only if there is a clause
i
in Sxi for which τ i+1 assigns all literals except xi to f.
In an actual implementation only the smaller of the two sets is saved. Thus this technique
is also efficient in the case where VE is used for pure literal elimination as discussed in
Section 6.1. In addition to plain VE, it also works for functional substitution [19] as in the
SatElite preprocessor. The only difference between VE and functional substitution is that the
latter removes some redundant clauses from Sx ⊗ S¬x while maintaining the set of satisfying
assignments.

10.2.2 Reconstruction Blocked Clause Elimination
Now consider solution reconstruction for BCE. In analogy to the case of VE, the proof [36]
which shows that removal of a blocked clause does not turn an unsatisfiable formula into a
satisfiable formula, gives us grounds to reconstruct solutions for BCE (see Proposition 3).
In practice it is enough to save all removed blocked clauses C1 , . . .,Cm together with
their blocking literals l1 , . . ., lm .6 Let τ m be a satisfying assignment for Fm , where Fi = F \
∪ij=1 {C j } for i = 1 . . . m and F0 = F. If τ i satisfies Ci , we pick τ i−1 = τ i , and otherwise
τ i−1 = τlii . Using Proposition 3, one can show by induction that τ i satisfies Fi , and thus τ 0 is
a satisfying assignment for F.

10.2.3 Combined Solution Reconstruction
First, BCE and VE can be combined by saving clauses for reconstructing solutions after
BCE resp. VE on the same reconstruction stack. Reconstruction works in reverse order in
which these clauses have been saved. This also works nicely if BCE is applied on-the-fly
during VE: while counting the non-tautological resolvents of Sx ⊗ S¬x to determine whether
VE is applied to x, it may occur that a clause C ∈ (Sx ∪ S¬x ) has only tautological resolvents
w.r.t. x, even though the overall number of non-tautological resolvents exceeds |Sx ∪ S¬x |,
which prevents x from being eliminated. Yet C can be removed as a blocked clause and is
saved on the reconstruction stack.
5

By private communication with Niklas Sörensson.
A space efficient way to save this information is to maintain li as the first literal in the saved clause Ci .
This also allows to keep track of eliminated variables in VE.
6
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10.2.4 Equivalent Literals and Solution Reconstruction
In addition to BCE and VE, various other simplification techniques can be exploited within
the SAT solving process. One well-known and often useful techniques is equivalent literal
reduction.
For two literals l1 and l2 , let l1 ≡ l2 denote the CNF formula (l1 ∨ ¬l2 ) ∧ (¬l1 ∨ l2 ). For
a given CNF formula F, if F ⊢ l1 ≡ l2 (that is, both of the clauses (l1 ∨ ¬l2 ) and (¬l1 ∨ l2 )
can be derived from F), the equivalent literals l1 and l2 can be exploited by the equivalence
reduction in which all occurrences of l2 are substituted by l1 (or vice versa), eliminating the
variable of l2 (or l1 ).
In order to combine VE and equivalent literal reduction it is enough to make sure that
VE is only attempted after all equivalent literals have been first substituted. Enforcing this
order of using equivalent literal reasoning and VE makes sure that variables eliminated with
VE are always representatives and the only remaining variables of their equivalence class.
Eliminating a representative through VE will eliminate its whole equivalence class, and after
this it is not possible that further equivalent literals could be added to the equivalence class
of an eliminated variable.
In contrast to the case of combining BCE and VE, when combining BCE with equivalent
literal reduction, the question of solution reconstruction appears more intricate: at some
point after removing a blocked clause C, a literal l which blocked C may become equivalent
to another literal and may even become a representative of its equivalence class. On the other
hand, it could be that one would be forced to flip the value of l during solution reconstruction
since BCE removed C (recall Section 10.2.2). Hence the values of all the literals in the
equivalence class should be flipped, which does not seem to be sound in general, since this
could make some other clause unsatisfied. However, we will now show that the value of
such a l will never have to be flipped in such a situation during the BCE reconstruction step.
The following example highlights this fact.
Example 10 Consider the CNF formula
F = (x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ ¬z) ∧ (¬x ∨ ¬z) ∧ (¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ z) ∧ (y ∨ z).
Notice that the clause (x ∨ y) is blocked by y w.r.t. F. Assume that BCE removes (x ∨ y) from
F. Now, resolving on y, one can derive from the clauses (¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ z) and (y ∨ z) the clause
(¬x ∨ z). Together with (x ∨ ¬z) ∈ F \ {(x ∨ y)}, (¬x ∨ z) forms the equivalence x ≡ z.
Consider the truth assignment τ which assigns τ (x) = f, τ (y) = t, and τ (z) = f. Notice
that τ satisfies F \ {(x ∨ y)}. Moreover, it also satisfies (x ∨ y), and hence one does not need
to flip the assignment on x in the BCE reconstruction step for (x ∨ y). However, if one would
still flip the assignment on x to τ (x) = t, one would then need to flip the assignment on z to
τ (z) = t due to the equivalence x ≡ z. Notice that these flips together result in the assignment
τ (x) = τ (y) = τ (z) = t that does not satisfy the clause (¬x ∨ ¬z) ∈ F.

Especially, equivalent literals detected and applied in simplifying a CNF formula after
removing blocked clauses cannot make the removed blocked clauses to not to be satisfied under a satisfying assignment for the rest of the formula. For proving this result, we recall some
well-known concepts related to resolution proofs. A sequence of clauses (C0 ,C1 , . . .,Cn ) is
a resolution derivation of the clause C from a CNF formula F if (i) Cn = C, and (ii) each Ci ,
where 0 ≤ i < n, is either a clause in F (in this case Ci is called an input clause), or Ci is the
resolvent of two clauses C j and Ck , where j, k < i. We denote by F ⊢ C the fact that there is
a resolution derivation of the clause C from the CNF formula F. A well-known refinement
of resolution is tree-like resolution, where derivations have to be representable as trees.
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Theorem 6 Assume a CNF formula F, a clause C ∈ F which is blocked for l ∈ C w.r.t. F,
and a literal l ′ . If F \ {C} ⊢ l ≡ l ′ , then (F \ {C}) ∪ (l ≡ l ′ ) |= C.
In other words, any satisfying assignment for (F \ {C}) ∪ (l ≡ l ′ ) also satisfies the
blocked clause C. This means that binary equivalences detected during preprocessing can
be exploited when applying BCE, at the same time guaranteeing all the blocked clauses removed by BCE will be satisfied by any satisfying assignment for the resulting preprocessed
CNF formula. Notice that this lemma is independent of the techniques used for deriving the
clauses in l ≡ l ′ .
Proof (of Theorem 6) Assume a CNF formula F, a clause C = (l ∨ l1 ∨ · · · ∨ lk ) ∈ F which
is blocked for l ∈ C w.r.t. F. Denote by B ⊂ F the set of clauses which contain the literal
¬l. Hence each clause in B contains at least one of the literals ¬l1 , . . ., ¬lk . Assume that
F \ {C} ⊢ l ≡ l ′ for some literal l ′ , and hence there is a resolution derivation of (l ∨ ¬l ′ ) and
(¬l ∨ l ′ ) from F \ {C}.
If F is unsatisfiable, F \ {C} is also unsatisfiable since C is blocked, and hence trivially
(F \ {C}) ∪ (l ≡ l ′ ) |= C. Now consider the case that F and (thus) also F \ {C} and (F \
{C}) ∪ (l ≡ l ′ ) are satisfiable. Take an arbitrary satisfying assignment τ for (F \ {C}) ∪ (l ≡
l ′ ). We will show that any such τ also satisfies C.
The case in which τ (l) = t (that is, τ satisfies l) is trivial. Now assume τ (l) = f. Then
τ (l ′ ) = f since τ satisfies l ≡ l ′ . Consider an arbitrary resolution derivation π = (C1 , . . . ,Cm )
of Cm = (¬l ∨ l ′ ) from F \ {C}. Assume w.l.o.g. that π is tree-like. We claim that there is an
input clause C ′ = (¬l ∨ l1′ ∨ · · · ∨ lk′ ) ∈ B in π such that τ (li′ ) = f for all i. Since C ′ ∈ B, it then
follows that one of the li′ s is one of the literals ¬l1 , . . ., ¬lk , and hence τ satisfies C (recall
that C = (l ∨ l1 ∨ · · · ∨ lk )).
To prove the claim, we show that there is a path P1 , . . ., Pn of clauses in π (seen as a tree)
from the root of the tree (P1 = Cm ) to a leaf (Pn is an input clause of π ), such that each clause
Pi on the path contains ¬l and τ assigns all literals in Pi except ¬l to f.
First notice that for P1 = Cm we know that τ (¬l) = t and τ (l ′ ) = f. Now assume that
Pi = {¬l} ∪ D, where D is a set of literals such that τ assigns every literal in D to f, was
directly derived from clauses Ca and Cb in π resolving on the variable x. Notice that at least
one of Ca and Cb must contain ¬l. First consider the case that Ca contains ¬l and Cb does
not. Since τ assigns all literals in D to f, τ must satisfy the literal for x in Cb . (Otherwise τ
does not satisfy Cb which would imply that τ does not satisfy an input clause in π and hence
τ cannot be a satisfying truth assignment for (F \ {C}) ∪ (l ≡ l ′ ), in contradiction to our
assumption.) Hence τ assigns all literals in Ca apart from ¬l to f. In this case let Pi+1 = Ca .
The case that Cb contains ¬l and Ca does not is identical.
Now consider the case that both Ca and Cb contain ¬l. Since τ assigns a unique truth
value to x, τ assigns all literals in either Ca or Cb apart from ¬l to f. In this case let Pi+1 be
this particular clause.


11 Experiments
In this section we present results of experiments on how much reduction can be achieved
using BCE in combination with VE and various circuit encoding techniques. Here reduction
is measured in the size of the CNF formula before and after preprocessing, and on the other
hand, as gain in the number of instances solved.
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11.1 Experiment Setup
We used all formulas of SMT-Lib (http://smtlib.org) over the theory of bit-vectors
(QF BV) made available on July 2, 2009, as a practice benchmark set for the SMT competition 2009. From these we removed the large number of mostly trivial SAGE examples. The remaining 3672 SMT problems were bit-blasted to And-Inverter Graphs (AIGs)
in the AIGER format (http://fmv.jku.at/aiger) using our SMT solver Boolector [10]. Furthermore, we used the AIG instances used in [13], consisting of two types of
instances: (i) AIGs representing BMC problems (with step bound k = 45) obtained from
all the 645 sequential HWMCC’08 (http://fmv.jku.at/hwmcc08) model checking problems, and (ii) 62 AIGs from the structural SAT track of the SAT competition. We
have made the SMT-Lib instances publicly available at http://fmv.jku.at/aiger/
smtqfbv-aigs.7z (260MB); the others cannot be distributed due to license restrictions. However, the HWMCC’08 instances can easily be regenerated using publicly available tools7 and the model checking benchmarks available at http://fmv.jku.at/
hwmcc08.

11.2 Results on Achieved Simplifications
We encoded these 4379 structural SAT instances with four algorithms: the standard Tseitin
encoding [47], the Plaisted-Greenbaum polarity-based encoding [43], the Minicirc encoder
based on technology mapping [20] and VE, and the most recent NiceDAG encoder [40, 13].
The NiceDAG implementation was obtained from the authors. For Minicirc, we used an
improved implementation of Niklas Eén.
In order to additionally experiment with application benchmarks already in CNF, we
also included 292 CNF formulas of the application track of the SAT competition 2009 to
our benchmark set. All resulting CNF formulas were preprocessed with VE alone (further
abbreviated e), and separately first with BCE (b), followed by VE (e), and both repeated
again, which altogether gives 6 versions of each CNF formula (no BCE or VE, e, b, be, beb,
bebe). We call such an application of one preprocessing algorithm, either BCE or VE, which
is run to completion, a preprocessing phase.
The results are presented in Table 2. The first column lists the benchmark family: S
= SAT’09 competition, A = structural SAT track, H = HWMCC’08, B = bit-blasted bitvector problems from SMT-Lib. These are all AIGs except for the CNF formulas in S. The
next column gives the encoding algorithm used: T = Tseitin, P = Plaisted-Greenbaum, M =
Minicirc, N = NiceDAG, and U = unknown for the S family already in CNF. The t columns
give the sum of the time in seconds spent in one encoding/preprocessing phase. The columns
V and C list in millions the sum of numbers of variables and clauses over all produced CNF
formulas in each phase.
We applied a time limit of 900 seconds and a memory limit of 4096 MB for each encoder
and each preprocessing phase. Thus 139 out of 106848 = 6 · (4 · 4379 + 292) CNF formulas
were not generated: HM encoding ran out of memory on 5 very large BMC instances, one
large CNF formula in S could not be preprocessed at all, and there was a problem with the
parser in NiceDAG, which could not parse 14 actually rather small AIGs in BN. Furthermore, there were 10 timeouts for various preprocessing phases in the A family: 2 in AT/beb,
7 Notice that COI is performed already in the generation process by these tools. However, we did not
implement the non-trivial NSI or MIR for the experiments.
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Table 2 Effectiveness of BCE in combination with VE using various encoders. Values in the table are sums over all instances in the specific benchmark family: S = SAT’09
competition, A = structural SAT track, H = HWMCC’08, B = bit-blasted bit-vector problems from SMT-Lib. Circuit encoders: T = Tseitin, P = Plaisted-Greenbaum, M =
Minicirc, N = NiceDAG, and U = unknown for the S family already in CNF. Columns: t = sum of running times over all instances in the specific benchmarks family, V = sum of
numbers of variables in the resulting CNF formulas in millions, C = sum of numbers of clauses in the resulting CNF formulas in millions. The CNF-level preprocessors run after
the circuit encoders: encoding = no CNF-level preprocessing, b = BCE, e = VE, be = BCE followed by VE, beb = be followed by BCE, bebe = beb followed by VE.
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0
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3
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t
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7
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1
1
1
1
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C
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8
6
7
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t
1188
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504
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V
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1
1
1
1
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C
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6
6
7
6
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101
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286
504

t
569
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34
68
34
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595
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bebe
V
11
1
1
1
1
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12
17
52
52
52
105

C
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6
6
7
6
116
116
76
100
294
294
280
500

t
2064
244
1912
48
1859
3240
2835
553
1246
8076
7642
1435
5076

e
V
11
1
1
1
1
23
19
15
17
64
57
55
114

C
153
9
6
8
6
140
119
90
103
363
322
303
518
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2 in AN/be, 2 in AN/e, 2 in AP/be, and 2 in AP/e. However, except for the one large CNF
formula, where also VE run out of memory, there is not a single case where BCE did not
run until completion within the given time and memory limits.
The results show that the combination “be” of BCE and VE always gives better results
than VE (e) alone, with comparable speed. Using a second phase (beb) of BCE gives further
improvements, even more if VE is also applied a second time (bebe). The CNF sizes after
applying BCE (b) for the P encoder and the T encoder are equal, as expected. Further preprocessing, however, diverges: since clauses and literals are permuted, VE is not confluent,
and thus VE phases can produce different results.
Notice that BCE on the Tseitin encoding (row T, column b) removes more clauses and
variables than what are removed by the Plaisted-Greenbaum encoding (row P, column “encoding” ) for each of the three AIG instance families A, H, and B, which is in line with out
analysis on the effectiveness of BCE. A further interesting aspect to notice is that the combination bebe of BCE and VE compares well against the Minicirc and NiceDAG encoders.
Especially, on the bit-vector AIG instances (rows B), the bebe combination on the Tseitin encoding (row T, column bebe) removes more clauses and variables than both of Minicirc (row
M, column “encoding”) and NiceDAG (row N, column “encoding”. This is true even when
VE is run after these circuit encoders (rows M and N, column e). While the remaining numbers of clauses and variables are in the same range as for Minicirc, the difference between
bebe and NiceDAG is notable: the numbers of clauses and variables produced by NiceDAG
are close to double the numbers for bebe. For the implementations used in this experiment,
the total running time on the bit-vector AIG instances for the combination of Tseitin encoding and applying bebe was around 16, 000 seconds, compared to around 10, 000 and 13, 000
for Minicirc and NiceDAG, respectively, without VE, and around 11, 500 and 18, 000 with
VE, respectively.
An alternative view to the reduction achieved by BCE, VE, and their combinations is
given in Figures 8 and 9. The plot in Figure 8 shows the absolute sizes of the original and preprocessed CNF formulas. The horizontal axis ranges over all CNF formulas sorted for each
preprocessing phase individually with respect to the number of clauses in the CNF formulas
(similarly as in “cactus” plots used in presenting the results of the SAT competitions). The
vertical axis gives the number of clauses in the sorted formulas. The plot in Figure 9 shows
the percentage of clauses remaining after preprocessing. As the plots shows blocked clause
elimination (“b”) already reduces CNF size. Variable elimination alone (“e”) is considerably more effective, but can be improved by combining it with blocked clause elimination
(“be”). This trend continues if these preprocessing techniques are applied repeatedly (twice
in “bebe”).8
Notice that, in addition to “be”, “beb”, and “bebe”, one could also study the effect of the
variants “eb”, “ebe”, and “ebeb”. However, we do not consider these variants here due to
the following reasons. First, notice that by eliminating clauses using BCE can only increase
the number of possible variable eliminations by VEk for any k, since removing clauses does
not increase the number of variable occurrences. Second, notice that the property of a clause
being blocked is maintained by VE in the sense that any resolvent of a blocked clause either
remains blocked (in case the eliminated variable does not contribute to the fact that the
clause is blocked) or is a tautology (otherwise). Hence applying BCE after each round of
VE can eliminate resolvents of blocked clauses and also increase the benefit of the next
round of VE, actually re-enabling VE.
8

VE and BCE are idempotent: “ee = e” and “bb = b”.
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Fig. 8 Number of clauses in preprocessed CNF formulas starting from the Tseitin encoding (“none”), followed by one round of blocked clauses elimination (“b”), one round of variable elimination (“e”), combination blocked clause and variable elimination once (“be”) and twice (“bebe”). The horizontal axis ranges
over CNF formulas sorted for each preprocessing phase individually with respect to the number of clauses in
the CNF formula(similarly as in “cactus” plots used in presenting the results of the SAT competitions). The
vertical axis gives the absolute number of remaining clauses in each CNF formula on a logarithmic scale.

11.3 Results on the Effect on Solving Times
Reducing the size of a CNF formula by preprocessing does not necessarily lead to faster
running times. In this section we address the question of how applying BCE can affect stateof-the-art CDCL and local search SAT solvers.
11.3.1 Effect of BCE on CDCL Solvers
Although it was impossible to run all structural instances with a large time limit, we performed preliminary experiments with a time limit of 90 seconds. We used PrecoSAT v236,
the winner of the application track of the SAT competition 2009. The results were inconclusive. Running preprocessing until completion takes a considerable portion of the 90 seconds
time limit, even if restricted to VE.
It should be noted that the success of PrecoSAT shows that inprocessing, i.e., interleaving preprocessing with CDCL search (and thus not running preprocessing until completion) is a much better strategy than typical run-to-completion preprocessing, particularly
if preprocessors are run during inprocessing repeatedly, with enough time spent on search
in-between. However, this strategy is difficult to evaluate objectively when many preprocessing techniques are combined.9 Therefore, for these experiments, we decided to stick
9 In PrecoSAT we have failed literal preprocessing, various forms of equivalence reasoning, explicit pure
literal pruning, BCE, VE, combined with on-the-fly subsumption.
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Fig. 9 Size reduction by preprocessing after one round of blocked clauses elimination (“b”), one round
of variable elimination (“e”), combination blocked clause and variable elimination once (“be”) and twice
(“bebe”). The horizontal axis ranges over CNF formulas sorted for each preprocessing phase individually
with respect to the size reduction measured in the number of remaining clauses. The vertical axis gives the
percentage of clauses remaining in each CNF formula.

with the run-to-completion approach, which also gives some clear indication of how much
CNF size reduction can be achieved through BCE.
For the 292 SAT competition instances we were able to run PrecoSAT with a more
reasonable timeout of 900 seconds. The cluster machines used for the experiments, with Intel
Core 2 Duo Quad Q9550 2.8-GHz processor, 8-GB main memory, running Ubuntu Linux
version 9.04, are around two times as fast as the ones used in the first phase of the 2009
SAT competition. In the first phase of the competition, with a similar time limit, PrecoSAT
solved many more instances than competitors. The results of this experiment show that using
BCE is somewhat beneficial: PrecoSAT solves 176 original instances, 177 preprocessed by
BCE and VE alone (b and e, respectively), 179 be instances, 180 beb instances, and 183
bebe instances. If we accumulate the time for all the preprocessing phases and add it to the
actual running time, then 181 instances can be solved in the last case. For the other cases the
number of solved instances does not change.
These numbers are confirmed by similar experiments with MiniSAT 2.2.0 as the backend
solver. Plain MiniSAT without preprocessing solves 154 instances. Enabling the internal
preprocessor of MiniSAT, which implements a variant of VE, gives 169 solved instances.
Combining blocked clause elimination with this version solves 171 instances. In this last
experiment we used PrecoSAT 465 as BCE preprocessor (command line switch “-k -p”)
and the result was fed into MiniSAT. The time is measured by adding up preprocessing time
and the time of running MiniSAT.
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11.3.2 Effect of BCE on Local Search

We now turn to the question of the effect of applying BCE on CNF-level stochastic local
search (SLS) for SAT. It is well-known that, at present, CNF-level SLS solvers are most
often highly inferior to CDCL solvers on real-world application instance families. Examples
of such families of instances include the instances resulting from CNF encodings of AIGs
as well as the SAT competition application benchmarks which we used in Sections 11.2
and 11.3.1 for evaluating the simplification power of BCE and VE, and the performance
of state-of-the-art CDCL solvers when applying BCE. Thus, for evaluating the effect of
BCE on the efficiency of CNF-level SLS solvers, we need to consider alternative sources of
instances.
It is well-known that SLS solvers show strong performance on randomly generated
SAT problems. However, we have noticed that random k-SAT instances contain almost no
blocked clauses, especially when considering the most difficult instances taken from the
satisfiability threshold.
For a possible alternative source of benchmark instances that satisfy both of our requirements that (i) state-of-the-art SLS solvers perform well on the instances, and (ii) the
instances contain a non-negligible number of blocked clauses, we analyzed the results of the
crafted satisfiable instance category of the 2011 SAT Competition (http://satcompetition.
org/2011). Among those instance families, we were able to pinpoint three interesting
families of instances: frb, rbsat, and srhd.
We solved these instances with the adaptg2wsat+p SLS algorithm [38] using the implementation available in the UBCSAT SLS version 1.1 solver [46] (http://www.satlib.
org/ubcsat/). To the best of our knowledge, adaptg2wsat+p is among the best current
SLS solvers for such crafted SAT instances. We ran the solver on each instance 1000 times
using random seeds without timeout. The results of this experiment are presented in Table 3
for representative instances from each family. In the table, “flips” and “time” represent the
median number of flips performed and the median running times in seconds used for each
instance, respectively. We note that the time needed to apply BCE on these instances was
negligible (typically less than 0.1 seconds). The effect of BCE seems to be consistent for all
the instances: removing blocked clauses by BCE does not drastically influence the number
of flips required to solve any of the instances. However, interestingly the solving times are
improved by a non-negligible amount. We suspect that this is due to the fact the computational cost per flip is reduced after removing blocked clauses with BCE since smaller lookup
tables are needed on the implementation level for performing the actual search.
The fact that BCE does not appear to have a notable influence on the number of flips
performed by SLS leads to the following conjecture: blocked clauses are often either satisfied or, when falsified, easy to satisfy during local search. For some intuition, consider
an arbitrary complete assignment τ over the variables of a CNF formula F. Assume that τ
characterizes the current configuration of a CNF-level SLS solver. Take any blocked clause
C ∈ F, and let l ∈ C be a blocking literal. Now, if C is falsified by τ , then we know by the
definition of blocked clauses that τ satisfies at least two literals of each clause in F in which
the literal ¬l occurs. Hence by flipping l to t, C becomes satisfied while all clauses satisfied
by τ remain satisfied.
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Table 3 The effect of applying BCE on the performance of the adaptg2wsat+p SLS algorithm when solving
representative instances of three families from the crafted satisfiable track of the 2011 SAT Competition. The
columns have the following explanations: size = the size of the CNF formula (original and after applying
BCE, flips = the median number of flips performed by adaptg2wsat+p, time = the median running time of
adaptg2wsat+p in seconds.
CNF formula
frb45-21-1
frb75-13-2
frb80-14-2
rbsat-v1150c84314g1
rbsat-v945c61409g3
rbsat-v945c61409gyes1
srhd-m27-q255-n25-p30
srhd-m32-q369-n30-p15
srhd-m37-q446-n35-p15

Original CNF formula
size
flips
time (s)
61855
2600763
12.47
34275
181756
0.50
43179
1129643
3.50
84314
7737733
43.24
61409
3129700
14.47
61409
4591362
21.17
45238
3242589
13.10
82294
1357707
7.39
129272
2100255
18.65

CNF formula after BCE
size
flips
time (s)
49961
2640216
9.70
27588
181531
0.39
34948
1131352
2.77
67882
7042883
31.01
51959
3231077
12.23
51959
4273371
15.93
36691
3372989
11.77
69274
1369229
6.78
112111
1999134
12.93

12 Conclusions
This work addresses the important question of interplay between problem structure and
practical reasoning techniques for Boolean satisfiability. The focus is on analyzing conjunctive normal form (CNF) level reasoning techniques and relating the behavior of such
techniques with the behavior of known techniques that work on more structural representation forms of Boolean satisfiability instances, especially, on the level of Boolean circuits. In
more detail, we analyzed the two CNF-level simplification techniques of SatElite-style variable elimination (VE) and what we call blocked clause elimination (BCE). We showed that
BCE, although a simple concept, is surprisingly effective: without any explicit knowledge
of the underlying circuit structure, BCE achieves the same simplifications as combinations
of circuit-level simplifications and the well-known polarity-based Plaisted-Greenbaum CNF
encoding. This implies that the effect of such specialized circuit-level techniques can actually be systematically accomplished directly on the CNF-level. Furthermore, in contrast
to specialized circuit-level techniques, BCE can be naturally applied on any CNF formula,
regardless of its origin. We also showed that VE can achieve many of the same effects as
BCE (but not all). It turns out that VE and BCE are indeed partially orthogonal techniques,
which motivates combining these two techniques for achieving even better simplification.
Further, we showed how witnesses to original CNF formulas can be reconstructed from solutions acquired after applying combinations of BCE, VE, and equivalent literal reduction
on the formulas. Experimental results with an implementation of a CNF-level preprocessor
combining BCE and VE show that BCE can be applied effectively and efficiently, though
the improvement due to using BCE in combination with VE with respect to solving more
instances appears to be at most modest.
It is also possible to improve SAT solver running times by adding (instead of removing by BCE) blocked clauses to CNF formulas in intelligent ways. While motivated by
proof complexity theoretical arguments [36] as well as the more practical evidence presented
in [26, 34] using manually added domain-specific blocked clauses, this question poses multiple challenges. For example, in contrast to BCE, adding blocked clauses is not confluent,
and in general there is an exponential number of possibilities to introduce blocked clauses
to CNF formulas. In fact, without restricting the focus on variables that already occur in
a formula, allowing one to add arbitrary blocked clauses into a formula covers the exten-
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sion rule of the extremely powerful Extended Resolution proof system [47, 36]. While the
possibilities of applying the extension rule within CDCL SAT solvers have been studied [1,
27], the resulting implementations do not yet reach the full potential on specific families
of CNF formulas that are known to be easy for extended resolution but hard for resolution
(including pigeon-hole formulas). This hints to the direction that it is difficult to exploit the
potential of blocked clause addition even for formulas for which it is known that this technique could—in principle—improve solving times significantly. We note that studying possibilities of improving SAT solver running times by developing novel ways of automatically
adding blocked clauses is out of the scope of this work. However, it is an interesting question
whether one could benefit from developing good heuristics for applying a combination of
restricted BCE and addition of blocked clauses. Our first, very preliminary experiments on
automatically adding blocked clauses, performed after the acceptance of this article, has led
us to conjecture that it is at least non-trivial to enhance the performance of CDCL solvers
via adding blocked clauses. However, understanding the duality between eliminating and
adding blocked clauses for practical purposes remains as interesting future work.
Acknowledgements The authors thank Niklas Eén and Pete Manolios, respectively, for providing up-todate versions of the Minicirc and NiceDAG encoders used in the experiments. The first author thanks Tommi
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